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CORRECTION 
To: Ch. Small, The group of quadratic extensions, 
J. Pure Appl. Algebra 2 (1972) 83-105 
Emma I does not prove what it claims to prove, viz. injectivity of fl. To prove 
thia,weneedk((u,rr,x))rk((l, I,@ )*(U,a,x)-(1, l,O).Itisnomoredif- 
ficult to show (equivalently) that k { (11, a, x) 1% k { (u’, a’, x’)} 3 (u, a, x) 
w (u’. a’. x’). Of course, the equivalence relation which gets R(k) from 7(k) was 
rigged to make this work, and the required proof amounts to revealing where that 
equivalence relation came from. Namely, suppose ( s,t ) is a basis realizing A as 
kC(u,a,x)) q so that we have eqs. (*) of 5 I, and ( s’, t’ ) is a basis realizing A as 
k { (u’, at, x’) ) , so that we have also the analogous equations, call them (*I). The 
whole point is that the isomorphism k ( (u, a, x) ‘) e k ( (u’, a’, x’)) respects the 
Gaiois action (cf. the proof of Lemma I), in particular it preserves traces. This 
forces s’ = us and t’ = t + bs for some v E U(k), b f k. We claim that (u, CI, X) 
* (u’, a’, x’) by G’. b. In fact, plugging s’ = vs and t’ = t + 6s into (*)’ yields (Ifter a 
little manipulation) the three equations needed: 1 = 2’ + a’s’= 2t + (2b + a’v)s 
givesa’v = J - ;2b, u’*l = ~‘2 = $sz = y&l gives u’ = du, and t’2 = t’ --- ~‘4 gives 
t - _r 1 t 2&sr t bh 1 = t + bs -. x’* 1. Hence (since st = -aut + 2~s and a2u = 
1-4x), ~‘-1 = (X - b2u)ml + bu2us + Bmt, hence (since 1 = 2t + as), x’*l = 
(x - bh + bau)~ 1, so that x’ = x + b(a -- b)u. 
